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About This Game

Crayon Physics Deluxe is a 2D physics puzzle / sandbox game, in which you get to experience what it would be like if your
drawings would be magically transformed into real physical objects. Solve puzzles with your artistic vision and creative use of

physics.
Key features:

Awesome physics

Over 70 levels

Easy to use level editor

Rockets, ropes and hinges
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No interaction, scary models.. Lazier physics\/engineering than the Challenger.. Good graphics. Controls are good for an action
game: course and fine thrust, dash, dodge, two weapon slots, grappling hook. You shouldn't have to be told to use a gamepad on
this, it's a TWIN STICK SHOOTER.

It's hard though. You have to develop skill with fine maneuvering to avoid traps\/sensors. Combat requires you to make
effective use of dodge\/dash and counterfire. You ambush slower enemies and have to be aggressive with the more nimble
enemies. Opportunities to develop play style with different weapon types. Be prepared to go through the whole mission then get
killed at the end, and just give it another go.

I bought it a while ago and it sat in my library. I'm getting around to it and it's growing on me.

If you are looking for casual, look elsewhere.. I'm a simple person, I see a beefcake werewolf on a snowboard doing SSX style
tricks and I'm tossing money at whatever will get such power into my hands. Having spent a little under an hour playing this
game to it's fullest extent, I feel as if my furry trashiness has been my undoing.

This feels like one of those 3D Groove Shockwave games from years ago like Lenny Goes Snowboarding or Santa Butt
Boarding. It's primitive, bland and egregiously short. However, unlike those games from years ago at the dawn of 3D gaming
over the internet, this game has a lot less going on because they under-utilize the space they have.

For each of the four levels or so I played, you had time attack and score attack and that's it. Usually games of this style would
include a crapton of stuff to do like hunting down McGuffins, trick link challenges, hidden spots to find, maybe an alternate
board or costume to aim for. This game does none of these things and aside from unlocking characters(Of which the werewolf
was last in line, of course) which took the better part of twenty minutes anyway, there's nothing else for you to look forward to.

The level editor and user created levels are the only saving grace and considering the majority of the levels that I found were
just giant bowls or straight lines with a goal plopped down somewhere presumably with the intent to grind out EXP, that's not
saying a lot.

I bought this on sale for about two bucks and I can say beyond a doubt that That was about the right asking price for this. It's
barely a trial game with only user created levels to keep you coming back. Unless you're furry trash like me, then you'll get
maybe one or two more plays out of it once you unlock the werewolf.. I love this game!! For how much fun this is I cant believe
how cheap the game is. This game is a mental and physical workout and your constantly dodging enemy fire. I love how you
move around and how gravity plays a factor. I have to add, make sure your wrist straps are secure with this game. This game
involves a lot of throwing motions so lets just say your controllers get sweaty and are way harder to grip. I can definitely picture
people accidentally throwing their vive controllers with this game.
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I bought this with high hopes based off of the screenshots and description, as well as the promise of updates and new maps in
the discussions tab.

The game play is solid enough for a cheap game, but is far from finished. I could deal with that for sure, as it has been said that
there are updates coming. I have 2 topics up on the discussions thread, one addressing bugs and unobtainable achievements after
their update (prior to me buying the game) - and the devs themselves replied to me promising a quick fix update "in a few
weeks". Well that was October. I have since made another topic calling to them to address their BS claim that they are working
\/ continuing to update this game, and it's been oddly silent - imagine that. There are levels that aren't unlocked, achievements
that are unobtainable, and many, many bugs in-game that all need addressing. Until these are fixed, or at least worked around, I
would absolutely not waste your money here, as the devs have clearly abandoned the game, and have no shame in lying to people
straight to their faces. Don't support these guys, and spend your hard earned money on a developer who is at least HALF decent
to their customers, and updates \/ fixes their game when they say they will.

It truly is a shame, for I would absolutely LOVE to help publicize this game and advertise it for them on my streams, but I just
will not do that when I'm being drug around and lied to by it's creators. If you want to have a good experience, and a lot of fun
in a game - go elsewhere.

If the day comes that these developers get their crap together and decide to make good on their half-a-year old promise to fix
very simple issues within this game, I'll be MORE than happy to edit and update my review! Up until this point though, the
game is nothing but buggy and broken, unplayable at a lot of points, and the devs are no better. Hopefully in time I'll be able to
come back and recommend this, but right now - spend your money elsewhere.. Best free game WW2,
But why i cant use this Medic Pouch i buy this DLC and i cant use it????. this is really something. i feel like this is more like i
wanted out of Proteus but never got - still tons of music, but lots of little interactables everywhere with which to fiddle until you
get the environment Perfect. you will probably accidentally click through a sound you thought was great and can't find it again,
but it's okay, there's always more.

a fun thing: try to retrace your steps. You can click the sun to stop all the music (the sun gets lower in the sky for each pedestal
you activate making it easier to find), but when it's time to move on, try figuring out the order you turned the pedestals on,
deconstructing the tune until you're back to the first sound you chose.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xSeKBHrylc0. Best Game Ever!

Jk ;-). The core concept is good, game play is solid, but as a whole could use improvement in quality & quantity.

As far as Gravedigging, English Comedy, or Dickensian horror, there is none. There is grave robbing and bad dialogue.

They put together a good playable game, that you'll still sink a week into, and you should give them you're money because I
would love to see them make more stuff. I see potential in them.. Katie is a very simple, short, dialogue based story game. It's
not be the most interesting or well written game but I feel that it's a unique storytelling experience unlike any other game I have
played. While yeah, most of the game is just looking for Katie and then talking to her, Katie has some AI of her own and
sometimes will find you on her own accord which took me by surprise, and the few moments where Katie leads you to a new
place really feels like you are participating in an experience. Not your character. These interactions and the first person
perspective and the few simple stuff you have to do to move the story along help a lot to put *you* into the game and making it
feel like you're sharing a personal moment with Katie. It's pretty nifty.. A real hidden gem, it deserves more recognition!. +Pros
Looks great
Nice level variety
Different than other shoot em ups with some interesting ideas
Light RPG elements with an upgrade system

-Cons
Confusing (but you should figure things out after a while)
Lackluster music and sound effects
Destroying enemies lacks impact (just an explosion animation and the sprite is gone)
There is no infinite ammo of any weapon so you will have to stop shooting often
You will have to replay levels as you need a certain number of gold eggs to advance
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You're a chicken

Bottom Line
I played for about 25 minutes and got through four levels before I was faced with the fact that I had to replay the previous ones
to collect golden eggs to unlock another level. Not to mention the third and fourth levels just kind of ended abruptly, I thought I
failed the missions.

If you love high adrenaline shoot em ups and have a 360, check out Strania instead. Or Einhander on the PS1. Or even either of
the Geometry Wars. Not so much this. It's not bad but it's not good either.. It is a real fun game that is very promising
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